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MINUTE 

SUBJECT: Extension of the local SME policy to services associated with capital 
works 

To: Director-General, Commerce & Works Directorate 

Critical Date for consideration: For information 

Purpose: To brief you on the proposal to extend the default 5 per cent 
weighting for local SMEs in Goods & Services tenders to include 
services associated with capital works projects 

Key Points: 

• The ACT Government currently seeks to support local Small and Medium 
Enterprises (“SMEs”) through the imposition of a default 5 per cent weighting on
goods and services tenders. This local SME policy has been developed by
Economic Development Directorate (“EDD”), and sits within the context of its
Growth, Diversification and Jobs Business Development Strategy.

• Shared Services Procurement (“SSP”) has been asked to extend the existing local
SME policy beyond goods and services, to include services associated with capital
works. Any change will need to be co-ordinated with EDD as the present owner 
of the local SME policy.

• Such an extension will require an explicit expansion of the scope of the policy to
cover capital works. It is recommended that “services associated with capital
works” be defined as all components of capital works projects which fall outside
the scope of “building works”, as defined in section 5 of the Commonwealth 
Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005. This is the approach 
adopted in the ACT Government’s Compliance with Industrial Relations and
Employment Obligations Strategy.

• It is likely that any contracts which include both construction and services
associated with capital works will have to be excluded from the scope of an
expanded local SME policy, as allocating a 5 per cent weighted criteria to only
some elements of a single contract is not practical. This means that the policy
will not apply to, for example, such delivery models as a Design and Construct 
arrangement, but may apply to design consulting services procured prior to
tendering for a Design and Construct contract.

• It will take some time to develop a standard which allows clear differentiation
between those elements of a capital works project which include construction,
and those which entail services alone. Once finalised this definition will need to 
be clearly communicated to all relevant project officers, as well as external
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stakeholders such as industry and the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 
Union (“CFMEU”). 

• Other ACT Government agencies may misunderstand any extension of the SME 
policy as meaning that services associated with capital works are not technically 
part of capital works projects, and therefore question the rationale for paying a 4 
per cent management fee to SSP. Clear communication will be required to 
ensure that agencies understand the 4 per cent management fee continues to 
apply for services associated with capital works projects. 

– Similarly, agencies will need to be made aware that The Capital Framework 
process continues to apply to all services business cases associated with 
capital works projects, even where these projects do not entail a 
construction component. 

• The rationale for extending the local SME policy to services associated with 
capital works would need to justify the additional red tape it entailed for 
government and tenderers alike. SSP has fielded a number of complaints that 
Government tenderers require businesses to jump through too many hoops. 
There is a risk that introducing another criterion for tenderers to address will 
result in further complaints, particularly if that criterion is not related to the 
requirements of a specific tender.  

• There could be significant opposition to the introduction of an explicit 
preference for local SMEs for services associated with capital works from a range 
of industry groups, such as Consult Australia, whose members would be 
adversely affected by such a policy. In addition, it is expected that local 
construction firms and the Master Builders Association will question the 
rationale for introducing a 5 per cent weighting only on services associated with 
capital works, rather than including the construction component of these works 
projects. It will be necessary to develop a robust communication plan to explain 
the rationale for this decision once the policy is announced. 

– Dissatisfaction can also be expected from local SMEs when the ACT 
Government selects a delivery model for capital works projects which 
includes both services and construction, and therefore does not qualify for 
the 5 per cent local SME weighted criteria.  

• Close coordination across ACT Government Directorates will be required if this is 
to become a Whole of Government policy. Currently, all goods and services 
tenders above $200,000 are centralised within SSP, while the Goods & Services 
website on the Customer Portal has guidance on local SME participation for 
procurements under $200,000. However, several Government Directorates and 
agencies conduct their own infrastructure procurements without SSP well above 
this threshold, including EDD, Community Services Directorate, the Land 
Development Agency and the Cultural Facilities Corporation.  

– Given this range of entities which conduct their own infrastructure 
procurements, a revision of the local SME policy introduced solely by 
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Commerce & Works Directorate would likely lead to an inconsistent 
approach to procurement between Government agencies. Industry would 
question why similar projects run by different entities adopt different 
approaches towards local SMEs. 

• Careful planning will also be required to identify which other weighted criteria 
can be reduced to accommodate a 5 per cent weighting for local SMEs.  

• The ACT Government’s current approach to capital works procurement is 
effective in supporting local employment and skills development. Local presence 
is strongly emphasised in all capital works tenders, and non-SMEs which win ACT 
Government infrastructure tenders typically have a significant local workforce. 
Consequently, expansion of the local SME policy may have an effect on the 
numbers of SMEs tendering for or winning Government contracts, but is unlikely 
to significantly enhance local employment or skills development. 

• It is also unlikely that extension of the local SME policy will lead to a significant 
number of new entrants to the market for services associated with capital works. 
Providers of services such as design and superintendence will continue to require 
prequalification to tender for ACT Government contracts. This obligation sets a 
threshold for entry into the market for capital works tenders, including 
assessment of financial viability with examination of the previous three years’ 
financial statements, insurances, and examination of securities, retentions or 
bank guarantees. SSP does not expect the introduction of a 5 per cent weighted 
criterion for services associated with capital works to induce a meaningful 
number of additional businesses to enter this market. 

• SSP is currently looking to develop clear definitions to ensure no organisations 
are incorrectly designated as local SMEs, when they are in fact subsidiaries of 
larger or non-local businesses. Nevertheless, it is likely that SSP will have to 
largely rely on companies to self-identify as local SMEs, and voluntarily declare 
any change in this status. This likely to be a bigger problem in the capital works 
area than for goods and services, as many infrastructure firms offer a wide range 
of services through different branches in different cities.  

– Expanding the local SME policy to infrastructure projects may encourage 
proliferation of “exotic” corporate structures, so as to enable organisations 
which would not currently qualify for the proposed 5 per cent weighting to 
achieve local SME status.  

• The current local SME policy includes a provision for non-local SMEs to earn a 
percentage of the weighted 5 per cent criteria by committing to sub-contracting 
some of the work for a project to local SMEs. SSP will have to largely rely on 
companies which are not local SMEs to honestly state what percentage of work 
they will sub-contract to local SMEs, and follow through on these commitments, 
as the administrative costs of verifying every business would be prohibitive.  

• Any policy which explicitly advantages businesses from the local region would 
appear to be in conflict with the ACT’s obligations under various economic 
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agreements, such as the National Competition Policy and Australia-New Zealand 
Free Trade Agreement (“ANZFTA”). 

– It is anticipated that other jurisdictions will place greater emphasis on this 
potential inconsistency if the local SME policy is extended into the area of 
capital works, as infrastructure procurements are typically more high-profile 
than those for goods and services and often have a higher value. The 
construction market is also tightening, which would make this policy even 
more contentious at present. 

 

Recommendations: 

• It is recommended that you note the above information in assessing the 
proposed extension of the local SME policy to cover services associated with 
capital works. 

 
 
 
George Tomlins 
Executive Director 
Shared Services Procurement 

 February 2014 
 

Noted / Approved / Not approved / Please discuss 
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MINUTE 

SUBJECT: Extension of the local SME policy to services associated with capital 
works 

To: Director-General, Commerce & Works Directorate 

Critical Date for consideration: For information 

Purpose: To brief you on options for enhancing opportunities for local SMEs in 
ACT Government capital works projects  

Key Points: 

• You have requested an outline of potential options for enhancing opportunities
available to local Small and Medium Enterprises (“SMEs”) to participate ACT
Government capital works projects, particularly in the area of services associated
with capital works.

• There are two policy options which could help to achieve this goal. The first of
these is an extension of the existing local SME policy for goods and services
tenders to cover services associated with capital works, which imposes a default 5
per cent weighting for local SMEs. The second option is the introduction of a
Local Industry Participation Plan (“IPP”), which would cover all ACT Government 
capital works projects above a specified threshold.

• It is recommended that “services associated with capital works” be defined as all
components of capital works projects which fall outside the scope of “building
works”, as defined in section 5 of the Commonwealth Building and Construction
Industry Improvement Act 2005. This is the approach adopted in the ACT
Government’s Compliance with Industrial Relations and Employment Obligations
Strategy.

Existing local SME policy 

• The ACT Government currently seeks to support local Small and Medium 
Enterprises (“SMEs”) through the imposition of a default 5 per cent weighting on
goods and services tenders. This local SME policy has been developed by
Economic Development Directorate (“EDD”), and sits within the context of its
Growth, Diversification and Jobs Business Development Strategy. Any change will
need to be co-ordinated with EDD as the present owner of the local SME policy.

• The existing local SME policy could be expanded to cover an additional range of
services, including services associated with capital works as defined in the
Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005.
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• It is likely that any contracts which include both construction and services 
associated with capital works will have to be excluded from the scope of an 
expanded local SME policy, as allocating a 5 per cent weighted criteria to only 
some elements of a single contract is not practical. This means that the policy will 
not apply to, for example, such delivery models as a Design and Construct 
arrangement, but may apply to design consulting services procured in a Design 
plus Construct delivery model. 

• It will take some time to develop a standard which allows clear differentiation 
between those elements of a capital works project which include construction, 
and those which entail services alone. Once finalised this definition will need to 
be clearly communicated to all relevant project officers, as well as external 
industry stakeholders. 

• The rationale for extending the local SME policy to services associated with 
capital works would need to justify the additional red tape it entailed for 
government and tenderers alike. SSP has fielded a number of complaints that 
Government tenderers require businesses to jump through too many hoops. 
There is a risk that introducing another criterion for tenderers to address will 
result in further complaints, particularly if that criterion is not related to the 
requirements of a specific tender.  

• There could be significant opposition to the introduction of an explicit preference 
for local SMEs for services associated with capital works from a range of industry 
groups, such as Consult Australia, whose members would be adversely affected 
by such a policy. In addition, it is expected that local construction firms and the 
Master Builders Association will question the rationale for introducing a 5 per 
cent weighting only on services associated with capital works, rather than 
including the construction component of these works projects. It will be 
necessary to develop a robust communication plan to explain the rationale for 
this decision once the policy is announced. 

- Dissatisfaction can also be expected from local SMEs when the ACT 
Government selects a delivery model for capital works projects which 
includes both services and construction, and therefore does not qualify 
for the 5 per cent local SME weighted criteria.  

• Other ACT Government agencies may misunderstand any extension of the SME 
policy as meaning that services associated with capital works are not technically 
part of capital works projects, and therefore question the rationale for paying a 4 
per cent management fee to SSP. Clear communication will be required to ensure 
that agencies understand the 4 per cent management fee continues to apply for 
services associated with capital works projects. 

- Similarly, agencies will need to be made aware that The Capital 
Framework process continues to apply to all services business cases 
associated with capital works projects, even where these projects do not 
entail a construction component. 
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• The current local SME policy includes a provision for non-local SMEs to earn a 
percentage of the weighted 5 per cent criteria by committing to sub-contracting 
some of the work for a project to local SMEs. SSP will have to largely rely on 
companies which are not local SMEs to honestly state what percentage of work 
they will sub-contract to local SMEs, and follow through on these commitments, 
as the administrative costs of verifying every business would be prohibitive.  

• Any policy which explicitly advantages businesses from the local region may be in 
conflict with the ACT’s obligations under various economic agreements, such as 
the National Competition Policy and Australia-New Zealand Free Trade 
Agreement (“ANZFTA”). 

- It is anticipated that other jurisdictions will place greater emphasis on this 
potential inconsistency if the local SME policy is extended into the area of 
capital works, as infrastructure procurements are typically more high-
profile than those for goods and services and often have a higher value. 
The construction market is also tightening, which would make this policy 
even more contentious at present. However, legal advice indicates that 
the 5 per cent local SME policy is reasonable, and can be seen as 
comparable to the IPP plans introduced by other jurisdictions. 

 

Industry Participation Policy (“IPP”) 

• An IPP policy for capital works projects would likely have the following features: 

- An IPP would be required of all tenderers for ACT Government capital works 
projects with a total value over a specified threshold, regardless of the 
contract form; 

- There may be different levels of detail required of each IPP, with higher-
value projects requiring a greater level of detail; 

- Tenderers would be required to set out the extent to which local industry 
will be engaged in the project, with particular concentration on the degree 
of involvement of local SMEs; 

- The IPP would be written into the conditions of contract, so that a breach of 
the agreed IPP would constitute a breach of contract; and 

- The weight attached to the IPP in the tender evaluation process would be 
between 5 per cent and 10 per cent. 

• Because it would apply to all projects over the relevant threshold, a local IPP 
policy would cover projects which include both design and construction (and 
would consequently be excluded from an extension of the local SME policy). The 
ACT Government is moving towards greater use of Design and Construct contract 
models, which may make the IPP approach especially effective in years to come. 

• The threshold for projects at which the IPP requirement would kick in would need 
to be developed in consultation with other ACT Government agencies, as well as 
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industry. An appropriate starting point for discussion may be the total estimated 
value above which projects must be submitted for consideration by the 
Government Procurement Board, which is currently $5 million for most 
procurements.  

• IPPs have been introduced by a number of other Australian jurisdictions with the 
goal of promoting local industry, such as South Australia, New South Wales, and 
the Northern Territory. Industry is consequently familiar with the concept, and its 
introduction would not require as extensive a familiarisation drive as an entirely 
foreign policy.  

• A significant advantage of the IPP model is its likelihood of compliance with the 
ACT’s international procurement obligations under treaties such as the ANZGPA. 
IPPs introduced by states such as South Australia have been found to be 
compliant with such obligations. 

• A local IPP would nevertheless impose additional red tape on the ACT 
Government. Assessment of each IPP in the tender evaluation process would add 
significantly to the time burden on project officers, and will necessitate additional 
training to ensure they are adequately able to evaluate competing plans. 
Furthermore, ensuring successful tenderers comply with each IPP would add a 
potentially significant burden to project officers. It is consequently likely that the 
introduction of an IPP will not be resource-neutral. 

- An appropriate model may be the introduction of the Active Certification 
Policy, which required a position at the SOG-B level devoted full-time to 
its implementation for 12 months as well as drawing upon other resources 
as required (such as the ACT Government Solicitor). 

• Tenderers will also have to devote additional time to preparing an IPP, which may 
attract negative feedback. 

• Work will also be required to develop tangible consequences for any breach of 
the IPP by a successful tenderer, even though they are written into the conditions 
of contract.  

 

Common issues 

• Close coordination across ACT Government Directorates will be required if either 
approach is to become a Whole of Government policy. Currently, all goods and 
services tenders above $200,000 are centralised within SSP, while the Goods & 
Services website on the Customer Portal has guidance on local SME participation 
for procurements under $200,000. However, several Government Directorates 
and agencies conduct their own infrastructure procurements without SSP well 
above this threshold, including EDD, Community Services Directorate, Capital 
Metro Agency, and the Land Development Agency.  
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– Given this range of entities which conduct their own infrastructure 
procurements, expansion of the local SME policy or introduction of an IPP 
driven solely by Commerce & Works Directorate would likely lead to an 
inconsistent approach to procurement between Government agencies. 
Industry would question why similar projects run by different entities adopt 
different approaches towards local SMEs. 

• Goods and Services Branch is currently looking to develop clear definitions to 
ensure no organisations are incorrectly designated as local SMEs, when they are 
in fact subsidiaries of larger or non-local businesses. Nevertheless, it is likely that 
SSP will have to largely rely on companies to self-identify as local SMEs, and 
voluntarily declare any change in this status. This likely to be a bigger problem in 
the capital works area than for goods and services, as many infrastructure firms 
offer a wide range of services through different branches in different cities.  

– Introducing a policy which explicitly favours local SMEs in infrastructure 
projects may encourage a proliferation of “exotic” corporate structures, so 
as to enable organisations which would not currently qualify as “local” or as 
“SMEs” to achieve local SME status.  

• The ACT Government’s current approach to capital works procurement is 
effective in supporting local employment and skills development. Local presence 
is strongly emphasised in all capital works tenders, both consultancies and 
construction, and non-SMEs which win ACT Government infrastructure tenders 
typically have a significant local workforce. Consequently, the introduction of 
either option proposed here is unlikely to significantly enhance local 
employment or skills development. 

• It is also not anticipated that either option will lead to a significant number of 
new entrants to the market for services associated with capital works. Providers 
of services such as design and superintendence will continue to require 
prequalification to tender for ACT Government contracts. This obligation sets a 
threshold for entry into the market for capital works tenders, including 
assessment of financial viability with examination of the previous three years’ 
financial statements, insurances, and examination of past performance. 

 

Recommendations: 

• It is recommended that you note the above information. 

 
 
George Tomlins 
Executive Director 
Shared Services Procurement 

 March 2014 
Noted / Approved / Not approved / Please discuss 
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MINUTE 

SUBJECT: OPTIONS PAPER – SUPPORT FOR LOCAL CAPITAL WORKS INDUSTRY 

To: Director-General, Commerce & Works 

Critical Date for consideration: As soon as possible 

Purpose:  To provide you with the attached options paper outlining potential 
means of enhancing access of local SMEs to Government tenders for 
services associated with capital works 

Key Points: 

• Shared Services Procurement has prepared an options paper outlining potential
means of providing greater support to local SMEs in tendering for ACT
Government contracts for services associated with capital works. This paper is at 
Attachment A.

• This options paper has been referred to in previous briefs to the Treasurer
regarding the Government’s response the Master Builders Association’s recently-
released Procurement Policy document.

Recommendations: 

• It is recommended that you note the information in the attached options paper.

George Tomlins 
Executive Director 
Shared Services Procurement 

June 2014 

Noted / Approved / Not approved / Please discuss 
Megan Smithies      /        /2014 
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Attachment A: IPP Policies across Australian Jurisdictions 

Jurisdiction SME specific Mandatory Threshold value Weighted criterion Definition of ‘local’ 

Commonwealth Yes No (discretion of 
Department of Industry) 

$20m No (mandatory but not weighted) Australia + NZ 

Victoria Yes Yes $3m (Melbourne / statewide); 
$1m (regional) 

Yes (weighting variable: must be 
‘meaningful’) 

Australia + NZ 

South Australia Yes Optional: 
Mandatory (standard): 
Mandatory (tailored): 

> $4m (metro) / $1m (regional)
$10m - $50m 
$50m + 

Yes (between 5% - 10%) Australia + NZ 

Western Australia No Yes $20m, or with capital expenditure of $1m + No (mandatory but not weighted) WA only 

Queensland No Yes $5m (metro); $2.5m (regional) Yes (variable) Australia + NZ 

Tasmania (current) No No (discretionary) Discretionary No (mandatory but not weighted) Australia + NZ 

Tasmania (proposed) No Yes $5m; private projects with $500k of 
government funding 

No (exact policy TBD) Australia + NZ 

ACT (G&S policy) Yes Yes: no IPP required All  goods & services tenders Yes (default 5%) SEROC region 
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Attachment B: Potential Models for an ACT IPP Policy 

Option One: An IPP designed to support ACT industry in a  broad capacity, which would bolster local SMEs as an indirect consequence of promoting 
employment, skills development and growth in the Territory; 

Option Two: An IPP which obliges successful tenderers to explore opportunities to subcontract to local SMEs, but which is not included as a weighted 
criterion in the tender evaluation process; 

Option Three: An IPP which concentrates specifically on promoting local SMEs, and is included as a weighted criterion in the tender evaluation process; 
and 

Option Four: A default weighting for local SMEs in all tenders, which can be understood as an “IPP-lite” model in which tenderers are not required to 
prepare a full IPP but are allocated a weighting based solely upon size and geographic location. 

Option SME specific Mandatory  Threshold value Weighted criterion Definition of ‘local’ 

One No Yes or No Variable Yes or No ACT region (SEROC) 

Two Yes Yes Variable: may be optional for lower values No Variable 

Three Yes Yes Variable: may be optional for lower values Yes (variable) Variable 

Four Yes Yes: no IPP required Variable: typically lower than other options Yes (default value) Variable 
 







 

Out of scope
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Ilsa 

Ilsa Embleton 
Manager, Innovation 
Innovate Canberra| Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate | ACT Government , 1 
Constitution Ave, Canberra City| GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 Ph 02 6207 8864 |  Fax 02 6207 0033 
ilsa.embleton@act.gov.au      www.business.act.gov.au  
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Agenda

• What is the LIPP?
• “Canberra Region”?
• When does the LIPP apply?
• LIPP Requirements
• Economic Contribution Test
• Local Industry Participation Plan
• Evaluation
• Discussion
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What is the LIPP?

• The ACT Government is committed to ensuring competitive local 
businesses are given every opportunity to compete for government 
contracts.

• This will encourage competitive local businesses to grow and 
develop their capabilities, and ultimately support more local jobs.  

• The LIPP also supports local businesses playing a stronger role in 
larger government procurement as prime contractors. We see major 
procurements as a means to develop this capability locally, as well 
as participating as partners, collaborators, joint-ventures and 
subcontractors. 
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LIPP Principles

• The objective of the LIPP is to ensure that competitive local 
businesses, including SMEs, are given every opportunity to respond 
to procurement opportunities offered by the ACT Government.

The LIPP is based on the following principles:
• A Territory Entity must pursue value for money in undertaking its 

procurement activities.
• No discrimination: Consistent with national and international 

agreements and procurement policies, providing unbiased and 
equal access to government procurement opportunities to all 
respondents.

• Enhancing opportunities for local businesses
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LIPP Benefits

• increasing market awareness of local industry capability.
• stimulating business innovation.
• supporting improvement in business capability.
• retention and expansion of economic activity in the Canberra 

Region.
• value-adding in important capability building areas such as 

apprenticeships and other workforce up-skilling outcomes.
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“Canberra Region”?

• Australian Capital Territory and the 
• Bega Valley,
• Eurobodalla, 
• Goulburn-Mulwaree,
• Hilltops,
• Queanbeyan-Palerang,
• Snowy Monaro, 
• Upper Lachlan, 
• Yass Valley shires
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Where does the LIPP apply?

The LIPP applies to procurements of the ACT Government covered by the 
Government Procurement Act .  For clarity, it includes the following activities:
• procurement of works (infrastructure and construction), goods and services 

by Territory Entities;
• Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects; and
• Federally-funded infrastructure and construction projects managed by the 

ACT Government.

The LIPP applies from 1 January 2017 for all new procurements.
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Planning & Communication

• Annual Procurement Plans
– Available via Tenders ACT

• Early communication with Industry bodies
– Eg Canberra Business Chamber, MBA, CollabIT, ACTCOSS

• Advance Notice of Tenders
– Call Tender Schedule

• Pre-procurement (Industry) briefings
• Feedback
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Economic Contribution 
Test (ECT)

How its proposal and business contribute to economic benefit of the Canberra 
Region through the following:
• current business presence in the Canberra Region, including relevant 

capital investment history and/or new commitments.
• how the respondent will identify and consider products and capabilities 

provided by local businesses.
• the estimated number of labour hours associated with the primary contract 

and the labour hours of local subcontractors within the primary contract. 
• additional undertakings by the respondent to benefit the Canberra Region 

economy. (e.g., partnerships with universities, region headquartering, 
training investments).

• approach to workforce skilling and local skills transfer (eg., through supply 
chain or local subcontractors).
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Local Industry Participation 
Plan (Local IP Plan)

Outlines the respondent’s level of commitment to using local content and/or local 
businesses and how the respondent’s proposal and business contributes 
positively to the economic benefits of the Canberra Region.
• the number of newly created and existing local jobs retained, including 

apprenticeships/traineeships directly linked to the contract.
• estimate of the level of local value-added activities (local content).
• how the respondent will identify and consider products and capabilities 

provided by local businesses including joint-ventures, partnerships, 
collaborations with local industry.

• the value of capital investment in the Canberra Region directly linked to the 
contract.

• past performance of the respondent in meeting Local IP Plan commitments.
• additional undertakings by the business that support economic growth in the 

Canberra region
• approach to workforce skilling and local skills transfer (eg., through supply 

chain or local subcontractors). 11



Compliance & Reporting

• Territory entities - as part of annual report
• ECT – compliance assessed at end of contract as part of performance 

reporting
• Local IP Plan -

– regular report during the contract
– a final report at end of contract 
– Enforced by contract conditions
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Updated PCW Documents

• PPM & Evaluation Plan
• ECT & Local IP Plan (sector - specific templates) 
• Standard RFx
• Standard contracts 
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Example criterion (ECT)

Tenderers must complete and submit an Economic Contribution Test (ECT).  
The ECT requires Tenderers to provide information on how both their tender 
and business contribute to the economic benefit of the Canberra Region by 
providing the following information:
• Current business presence in the Canberra Region, including relevant 

capital investment history and/or new commitments;
• How the Tenderer will identify and consider products and capabilities 

provided by local businesses;
• The estimated number of labour hours associated with the head contract 

and the labour hours of local subcontractors within the head contract;
• Additional undertakings by the Tenderer to benefit the Canberra Region 

economy; and
• Approach to workforce skilling and local skills (eg, through supply chain or 

local subcontractors).
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Evaluation

Infrastructure
• Comparative Assessment using Risk Rating Table (0-10)
• Workshop some early submissions (with LIA & Innovate Canberra)
• Develop knowledge about sector averages

15



DISCUSSION
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Valley, Eurobodalla, Goulburn-Mulwaree, Queanbeyan-Palerang, Snowy 
Monaro, Upper Lachlan and Yass Valley (Canberra Region) when 
determining the best available procurement outcome.  

NOTE: Tenderers do not need to be based in the Canberra Region to 
submit a response to this Criterion. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For procurements with an estimated value of $200,000 or more and less 
than $5 million inclusive of GST insert the following assessable criteria. 
Tenderers must complete and submit an Economic Contribution Test 
(ECT). The ECT requires Respondents to provide information on how both 
their Tender and business contribute to the economic benefit of the 
Canberra Region by addressing the following considerations: 

i) details of current business presence in the Canberra Region, including 
relevant capital investment history and/or new commitments;

ii) how the Tenderer will identify and utilise products and capabilities
provided by local businesses;

iii) the estimated labour costs that will be incurred within the Canberra 
Region, compared against the total labour costs;

iv) additional undertakings by the Tenderer to benefit the Canberra 
Region economy; and

v) approach to workforce skilling and utilisation of local skills (e.g.
through supply chain or local subcontractors).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For procurements with an estimated value of $5 million or more (inclusive 
of GST) insert the following assessable criteria. 
Tenderers must complete and submit a Local Industry Participation Plan. 
The Local Industry Participation Plan is a document that outlines the 
Tenderer’s level of commitment to using local content and/or local 
businesses and how the Tenderer’s Tender and business contributes 
positively to the economic benefits of the Canberra Region. Typically the 
Local IP Plan requires Respondents to provide information on how both 
their Tender and business contribute to the economic benefit of the 
Canberra Region by addressing the following considerations: 

i) Current business presence in the Canberra Region and/or any new
commitment including relevant capital investment history;

ii) The number of newly created and existing local jobs retained, 
including apprenticeships/traineeships directly linked to the contract;

iii) Estimate of the level of local value-added activities (local content);

iv) How the Tenderer will identify and consider products and capabilities
provided by local businesses including joint ventures, partnerships, 
collaboration with local industry;

v) The value of capital investment in the Canberra Region directly linked 
to the contract;
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COMMENTS







SCORING METHODOLOGY

STEP 5 - Return to LIPP Evaluation Summary tab once all Tenderers are evaluated.

Refer to Evaluation Plan



FAQ
What is Category Weighting?

Fill in all the LIGHT BLUE BOXES by entering in the $values provided by the Tenderer and score the responses 
the Tender open question responses out of 10 from the Scoring Methodology located at the bottom of the 
sheet.

DONE! ‐ The Evaluation Sheet then auto‐calculates the final score and populates the Summary tables.

2) Delete a Tenderer by clicking the "Delete This Tenderer" Button on the Tenderer's evaluation sheet.

How to Evaluate Using this Sheet? 

How to Add/Delete a Tenderer?
1) Add a Tenderer by clicking on the "Add a Tenderer" Button

Different industries are more able to contribute to the Canberra Region in certain categories over others. 
Therefore the Tender Evaluation Team can weight the categories to match the industry's ability. Below are 
three default weighting presets.                                                                                                                                  
Default Each Category is weighted equally, use this unless the specifics of the procurement requires a 
different weighting being set.                                                                                                                        
Sophisticated Goods and Services would be products that require qualifications, expertise and are complex to 
deliver. Examples could be developing new ICT systems, Health consumables, Audit Services etc.                           
Unsophisticated Goods and Services are basic products. Examples could be Cleaning, Mowing or food 
providers



REGIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT LOCAL SUPPLIERS

REGIONAL SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT

REGIONAL 
INVESTMENT

Default 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Sophisticated 
Good(s)/Service(s) 4% 1% 3% 2%
Unsophisticated 
Good(s)/Service(s) 4% 3% 2% 1%

ECT
Local IP Plan

Economic Contribution Test, between $200k and $5m
Local Industry Participation Plan, for over $5m

How is the score Calculated?
 

 
 

 
 

  




